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sounding lines and dredges, and all the paraphernalia of a
scientific laboratory. Another plane came a few days later
with stores, electric generators, and more equipment.
The planes flew off and left the party of four to spend nine
months on the floating ice-floe at the North Pole.
The party began a series of unique scientific observations.
They secured complete data on the weather and on magnetic
behaviour at the Pole. They took soundings and measured
currents in the sea. Under the ice they found living
things: minute seaweeds, jelly fish, and other sea animals. h
They found a warm stratum of water at a depth of 1,000
to 2,000 feet below sea level at the Pole. They lost a good
deal of the fresh food they brought, because they buried
their meat in the ice and the sun's rays penetrated the ice
and warmed up the dark-coloured meat, which promptly
went bad and had to be given to Vesyoly, the dog. The
sun melted the surface of the ice-floe and made work with
delicate instruments uncomfortable. As winter came on the
puddles froze and the party built themselves a kitchen and a
laboratory out of snow. The rooms were fitted with
primus stoves and electric light. The colder weather
brought new difficulties. One of the party, Fedorov, was
making measurements of gravitation, using a pendulum;
but the pendulum froze up. September brought clouds
and snowdrifts. At the beginning of November it became
completely dark. On 7 November the explorers celebrated
the twentieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution with a special meal and a hot bath. They were
not cut off from Russia. They heard by radio the celebra-
tions in the Red Square. They received messages of
congratulation from their Government and the Russian
people. They were embarrassed (as one of them wrote in
his diary) * by the great love which the whole country felt
for us'.
Later in November the explorers celebrated their first six
months at the North Pole by receiving a flood of congra-
tulatory messages and a special broadcast from Moscow,

